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             This thesis is submitted for the degree of Masters of Engineering at the City College of the 
City University of New York, New York. The work has been performed at the Department of 
Chemical Engineering (2012).  
             The work presented in this thesis contains kinetic and thermodynamic studies of clathrate 
hydrate w/o emulsion. With an aim to understand the effect of surfactant additive on clathrate 
hydrate nucleation and stability, a systematic study of calorimetric investigation and 
morphological analysis has been presented. I have concentrated on the CP hydrate system, 
prepared as water-in-oil emulsion. A better knowledge of the behavior of hydrate emulsions will 
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             A key factor in hydrate risk management for an oil-governing system is the stability of the 
emulsified water with gas hydrate formation. The kinetics of formation of cyclopentane hydrates is 
investigated in a water-in-oil emulsion using differential scanning calorimetry with the effect of 
surfactant Span 80. In a classical DSC experiment, an emulsion sample is subjected to a regular 
cooling and heating cycle between temperatures that include freezing and melting of the dispersed 
droplets. New phase equilibrium data of (cyclopentane hydrate + water  60:40) emulsions, in the 
concentration range from 0.1 to 2% of Span 80, is determined at atmospheric pressure (101.325 
kPa). Requirements for thermodynamic validity of the equilibrium temperatures measured by this 
technique are investigated and discussed in details. Also emulsion droplet size measurements are 
conducted using optical microscope. The thermal behavior of hydrate emulsions is coupled with 
droplet size measurement to understand effect of surface active agent (Span 80) on hydrate growth. 
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             A clathrate is a chemical compound in which molecules of one material (the “host: Water-
Ice lattice”) form a solid lattice that encloses molecules of another material (the “guest: gas or 
liquid”). The guest species are small hydrophobic molecules. The gas hydrate looks quite similar 
to ice, but its chemical / physical properties are different.  Gas hydrates can be considered as both 
useful and hazardous depending upon conditions. It has been observed that many times gas 
hydrates frequently plug oil & gas transmission lines which further results into pipeline blowouts, 
tubing, casing collapse, damaging blowout preventers, heat exchangers, expanders, valves etc. and 




Fig. 1.1. Hydrate plug formation from a water-in-oil emulsion
1
  
             Since methane is a major component of Gas hydrates; they are linked to global warming. It 
is possible that methane can be released into the atmosphere through hydrate dissociation and can 
create significant climate damage. Methane's 100-year GWP is 21
2
, which means, methane will 
cause 21 times as much warming as an equivalent mass of carbon dioxide over a 100-year time 
period. Besides the disadvantages, many positive aspects of gas hydrates exist creating ever-
increasing interest in oil & gas industry. Gas hydrates have a huge potential of gas storage, 1 ft
3
 of 
hydrate holds as much as 180 SCF gas. Natural gas consumption in US is already tripled over the 
last decade. And with breakthrough in technology, hydrates will offer many other potential 
applications like natural gas transportation, desalination, gas separation and cold storage. The pace 
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of gas-hydrate energy assessment projects has significantly accelerated over the past several years, 
but many critical gas-hydrate exploration and development questions still remain.  
1.2 Origin 
             The gas held in naturally occurring gas hydrates is formed when anaerobic bacteria break 
down organic matter under the sea floor. During the process some byproducts are also produced 
such as CO2, hydrogen sulfide, methane, ethane, and propane. All of these can be incorporated as 
guest molecules in gas hydrates, but methane is predominant. In a limited number of settings, gas 
in hydrates may also form from thermogenic sources deeper within the earth. 
1.3 Gas-hydrate Structures and Physical Properties  
             Clathrate hydrates are supramolecular, crystalline, and non-stoichiometric compounds. 
Hydrates form by the physical entrapment of a guest molecule into a microscopic cage-like three-
dimensional (3-D) crystal structure of water under favorable temperature and pressure. As a rule of 
thumb, hydrate will form in a gas system if free water is available at 39°F or lower and ~ pressure 
166 psig. Commonly, each cage can hold a single gas molecule. The empty cagework is unstable 
and requires the presence of encapsulated gas molecules to stabilize the crystal. The compact 
nature of a hydrate structure makes a case for highly effective packing of gas.  
             Hydrate composition is ~ 85% water and 15% gas. As mentioned above CH4 is 
predominant gas along with C2H6, C3H8, i-C4H10, CO2, N2, O2, H2S; cyclical hydrocarbons like 
cyclopropane, cyclopentane and rare gases like Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe. Clathrate hydrates are formed in 
the presence of gas molecules of size ranging from 0.48–0.90 nm. Three distinct structural types 
exist, and generally, the structure that is formed depends on the size of the largest guest molecules. 
Considerable complexities exist in the structure size relationship; however, methane and ethane 
individually form structure I (sI) hydrate but in certain combinations also form structure II (sII) 
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hydrate. Propane and isobutane form sII hydrate either individually or in combination with ethane 
and methane. Normal butane and neopentane form sII hydrate only when methane is present, and 
larger hydrocarbon molecules (C5–C9) form structure H (sH) hydrate
3
, again when methane is 
present. In sediments that produce only biogenic methane, sI hydrate occurs. This is the 







Fig. 1.2. Gas-Hydrate Crystal Structures
4
 
1.4 Worldwide Occurrence 
             Gas hydrates are known to be widespread in permafrost regions, and beneath the sea, in 
sediments of outer continental margins. The amount of gas stored in the world’s hydrate 
accumulations is enormous, but estimates have wide range of magnitude from about 99k TCF 
(trillion cubic feet) to 282,400k TCF of gas.
4
 US have very rich sources of gas hydrates. Recently 
USGS estimated 85 TCF of undiscovered, technically recoverable gas resources within gas 
hydrates in northern Alaska. Gulf of Mexico also has potential volume of gas with the gas hydrates 
~21,000 TCF. It is even predicted that the energy stored in gas hydrates equals nearly twice of all 
the world’s other hydrocarbon sources. 
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1.5 Hydrate Inhibition  
An approach that is used by energy companies to prevent hydrate blockage of oil and gas lines is 
the introduction of hydrate inhibitors. It can be achieved by chemical methods, which are focused 
on the use of additives influencing the event of hydrate formation or its kinetics. Various 
chemicals available for hydrate prevention fall into three classes: 
Traditional thermodynamic inhibitor: These chemicals work by altering the chemical potential 
of the aqueous phase such that the equilibrium dissociation curve is displaced
5
 to lower 
temperatures and higher pressures. They are added at relatively higher concentrations (10-60% 
weight in aqueous phase) and examples include methanol, MEG and aqueous solutions of 
inorganic salts.  
Novel kinetic inhibitor: This class of inhibitor modifies the kinetics of hydrate formation.  
The mechanism of their influence on hydrate formation is based on the increase of the induction 
time up to time scales
6
 comparable to the residence time of the system, i.e. so long that a 
significant amount of hydrate is not formed in the line. This effect is believed to be caused by 
inhibitor specific adsorption onto the surface of the hydrate nuclei, preventing further crystal 
growth. Examples include polymers or copolymers such as PVP, Polyvinylmethylacetamide, and 
PVCap. Despite of all their advantages, they do not meet the ecological and toxicity requirements 
and thus cannot be widely used. Moreover, the kinetic inhibitors which meet the environmental 
requirements are not effective enough in the northern regions due to high subcoolings. 
Novel anti-agglomeration inhibitor: These chemicals do not prevent hydrate formation but rather 
prevent the crystals from agglomerating and forming a blockage. They are surface active 
chemicals which adhere to hydrate crystals
5
 helping to stabilize the crystals in a continuous oil 
phase. AAs are added in low doses. Examples include alkyl aromatic sulphonates or alkylphenol  
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ethoxylates. Present research focuses on the use of Span 80 surfactant as anti-agglomerant. 
1.6 Studies as Emulsion 
             An understanding of the mechanism and kinetics of hydrate formation from water-in-oil 
emulsions is an integral for preventing hydrate formation which ultimately leads to blockage of 
pipelines. It has highly dispersed state as water phase. Because of its stochastic behavior, studying 
hydrate nucleation requires a great number of experiments to allow statistical treatment. In a water-
in-oil emulsion, each water droplet is treated as an isolated micro-sized sample
7
, in which the 
nucleation occurs independently. Thus, studying the hydrate formation in an emulsion form would 
provide a statistical response owing to one single experiment. Another reason for choosing 
emulsified systems is: if correctly stabilized, the emulsified system may offer a convenient way to 
transport hydrate and to prevent it from further agglomeration.  
             Gas hydrates typically require high pressure to achieve stability, so clathrate hydrates such 
as THF hydrate and CP hydrate, which are stable at ambient pressure, are often used as analogs for 
laboratory studies. Both THF and CP have same cubic structure: sII. It has of 16 small cavities 
(called 5
12




 to indicate 12 
pentagonal faces and 4 hexagonal faces) per unit cell consisting of 136 water molecules. The THF 




 cavities at an ideal stoichiometry of 1 guest: 17 H2O
8
. 
Both cyclopentane & THF form hydrate at atmospheric pressure, but THF hydrate is miscible with 
water and thus excludes the key mass transfer considerations
9
 which are present in case of gas 






1.7 Characterization  
             Plugging from gaseous hydrates is one of the major problems for petroleum industry as 
explained in the previous sections. To resolve this problem, characterization of emulsions hydrates 
is necessary. Several techniques are available to follow the hydrate formation such as optical 
microscopy, laser scanning confocal microscopy, electron microscopy, static light scattering, 
dynamic light scattering, electrical pulse counting, sedimentation techniques, ultrasonic 
spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, neutron scattering, dielectric spectroscopy
10
 and DSC. 
Among these optical microscopy and DSC are widely practiced. The later has long been 
recognized as particularly suitable for studying crystallization in emulsion and model hydrates. 
When the sample size is very small, the method is termed µDSC.  
1.7.1 µDSC  
             The first part of emulsion characterization concerns thermal analysis by µDSC. The basic 
principle of this technique is that dispersed and bulk aqueous phases have different solidification / 
dissociation features. During steady cooling, bulk and dispersed phases of an emulsion solidify / 
dissociate at different temperatures
10
 and determination of these temperatures is a key to 
distinguish bulk and dispersed phases. During cooling, droplets dispersed in the emulsions are 
expected to freeze depending on their composition. The freezing temperatures are lower than the 
melting temperature and droplets are scattered around a mean temperature
11
 referred as the most 
probable freezing temperature of the droplets.  
             Hydrate nucleation from either oil or water continuous emulsion occurs at the interface 
between droplets and the continuous phase. Hydrate shell forms around water drop in W/O 
emulsion. Shell formation efficiently holds the emulsified liquid such that phase inversion cannot 
occur until dissociation breaks the shell
12
, releasing the emulsified liquid phase. When hydrate is 
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formed, water is converted to solid hydrate, causing the overall volume of external liquid phase to 
decrease. Hydrate formation is accelerated by external hydrate seed crystals, whereas in present 
research, ice and hydrate are formed without seeding.  
             It is observed by Prasad et al.
9 
 that hydrate formation consists of three steps: nucleation, 
surface growth and radial growth. 
             Nucleation starts when free water is available at CP: water interface. Nuclei grow to attain 
stability. If the size of growing nucleus is smaller than the critical size then they are unstable
13
 and 
may grow or rupture in the aqueous solution. If a nucleus achieves the critical size, then it becomes 
stable and instantly leads to the formation of hydrate crystals. 
             Nuclei formed in the free water layer or at the ice surface grow along the surface resulting 
in a thin shell formation. Once the entire surface is covered by hydrates, mass transfer becomes 
rate limiting step. Surfactant affects emulsion morphology producing dendritic hydrate shell
9
 
enclosing free water inside. Surfactant facilitates regular surface and radial growth by making 
more free water available to cyclopentane. 
             Thermograms represent the basic data needed to interpret the results obtained by µDSC on 
emulsions. The presence of bulk material in the emulsion results in a peak at higher temperature 
than that of dispersed material (-18 
o
C for bulk water and -39 
o
C for dispersed water). If the 
material contain additives (for e.g. surfactants, silica particles etc.), then thermograms obtained 
will be different and dependent on the amount of solute present. To determine kinetic inhibitor 
effectiveness using emulsions, the hydrate formation peak in the µDSC can be used as a statistical 
analysis of water droplet nucleation to hydrate (in the water-in-oil emulsion). The hydrate peak 
formation trend broadens
14
 with the addition of the kinetic inhibitor. This indicates that droplets 
nucleate over longer time periods suggesting stochastic nature of hydrate nucleation.  
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             It is noticed, that whatever is the emulsification process used, the emulsion is strongly 
polydispersed and contains range of medium and large droplets as far as the solidification happens 
between -18 
o
C (solidification of bulk water) and -45 
o
C (solidification of micro-sized water 
droplets containing a solute). The dissociation of the hydrate formed has been found energetic 
enough to be detected by µDSC. A thermogram recorded during µDSC experiment is composed of 
three steps:  
1. Cooling: The heat flow signal is recorded during this step.  
2. Isotherm: After the induction period, heat release due to hydrate formation appears as a wide 
peak.  
3. Warming up: The endothermic peak due to hydrate dissociation is recorded during this sequence. 
             Below fig.1.3. shows the heating thermogram for CCL3F after cooling the emulsion to -90
o
 
C. This results in total solidification of the droplets. Upon cooling, two exothermic responses are 
measured indicating nucleation and growth of both hydrate and ice phases. The ice did not 
destabilize the emulsion whereas the hydrate destabilized the emulsion
10
 to a greater extent, 
making available a free water phase. The thermal response is directly proportional to the heat of 
formation for a given phase change and the mass of the phase formed.  
             Upon heating the eutectic melting is observed (peak I) followed by the progressive ice 
melting in equilibrium with the remaining solution (peak II) and another signal (peak III) that is 
absent when CCL3F is not present in the oil phase.
10
 Therefore this signal has been attributed to the 














Fig. 1.3 Heating thermogram showing the eutectic melting (peak I), the progressive ice 
melting (peak II with CCL3F, peak IV without) and the hydrate dissociation (peak III)
10
 
             Hydrate exotherms can be differentiated from ice exotherms explicitly. Hydrate formation 
requires contact between the water and the guest phase. Usually a thin hydrate film forms at the 
interface. However, water can directly form ice. The integrated area of the hydrate exotherm is 
therefore expected to be much smaller
15
 than that for the ice exotherm. The area under the hydrate 
dissociation endotherm corresponds to the amount of water converted into hydrates
9
.  
             Lin et al.
16
 showed that ice formation causes destabilization of emulsions due to expansion 
of the water droplets. Hydrates have a thermal expansivity of 1.3 times greater than ice
3
 which 
could enhance the effectiveness of hydrates in destabilizing emulsions. 
             To conclude, a single DSC test consists of regular cooling and heating a non-diluted 
emulsion sample. One can obtain qualitative and quantitative information about: 
- Freezing and melting (temperatures and energies) 




- Effect of impurities, additives etc. 
- Mass transfer 
- Droplet sizes 
- Stability 
1.7.2 Droplet Size Measurement by Optical Microscope  
             Generally, manufactured emulsions are expected to maintain their structure as long as 
possible but natural emulsions are submitted to destabilization processes to separate into pure oil 
and pure water. Therefore to limit the instability, it is necessary to control the coalescence of the 
droplets.  One way to do so is to determine droplet size with time. The droplet size is very 
important for the characterization of the emulsion: the smaller the diameter, the lower the freezing 
and dissociation temperature. Therefore, the droplet temperature provides information about its 
size and emulsion development. If the emulsion contain large range of droplet sizes, then the 
thermogram will show more than one peak and the shape could be asymmetrical. The apex 
temperature of the peak can be correlated to the mean droplet size. On the contrary, as there is no 
delay in the melting phenomenon, all droplets (whatever their size) will melt at the same 
temperature
11
, which is observed for a bulk material. Various experimental techniques have been 
proposed, but only few are suitable for studying concentrated water-in-crude oil emulsions with  
opacity. In present research, optical microscopy is used to determine the droplet size distribution 
for each emulsion. Microscopic observation of a limited number (1000) of droplets is performed 






1.8 Use of Span 80 as an Emulsifier 
             The type of emulsion formed in the CP/water system depends on the type of surfactant 
used for stabilization. Surfactants can be characterized by the hydrophilic / lipophilic balance 
(HLB) value. Emulsifiers showing great solubility in oil would be better for W/O emulsifications. 
The lower HLB valued emulsifiers are better in W/O as they are more lipophilic. Span 80 is 






Fig. 1.4. Molecular Structure of Span 80 
             Span80 can stabilize an emulsion independently. It is added to mixture of cyclopentane: 
water in a concentration range from 0.1 volume % to 2 volume %. It has been observed that 
Span80 prevented hydrate from destabilizing the emulsion, as indicated by the lack of change in 
the hydrate dissociation peaks, but the kinetics of hydrate formation did not change (broadness of 
hydrate nucleation peak). Also the characteristics of emulsions depend on the procedure used (i.e., 








2. Experimental Program 
2.1 Materials 
             Emulsions of different compositions are formed using cyclopentane with 99% purity 
(Sigma Aldrich) and the surfactant Span 80 (from Fisher Sci). All these materials are used as 
received without further purification. All deionizer (with a resistivity of 18 MΩ cm
-1
) used in the 
experiments is produced in the laboratory. Span 80 concentration is used at 0.1%, 0.5%, 1% and 
2% (v/v) based on the oil phase. The oil phase is 60% cyclopentane. Water comprised 40% of the 
emulsion. ACS grade methanol and ethanol with 95% purity are obtained from Carolina. HPLC 
grade isopropanol and acetone (Fisher) are used for cleaning glass vials. 
2.2 Preparation of Emulsions 
             All apparatuses (glass vials, measuring cylinder and funnel) are cleaned with acetone, 
isopropanol, ethanol, and methanol. It is then dried with dryer until all traces of methanol are 
vanished. Emulsion composition is CP: water, 60:40. The inhibitor, Span 80 is added before the 
water phase at concentrations of 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 volume % of the total emulsion. As water is 
heavier than the oil phase, segregation of water drops is observed. Each emulsion is prepared in 
glass vial by using homogenizer Pro Scientific Bio-Gen PRO200. Time used for emulsifying 
mixture is 20 minutes and speed is 12000 revolutions per minute. For experiments, water is added 
to the oil in a drop-wise manner and then the homogenization is carried out at specified speed and 
duration (See fig. 2.1 for emulsion samples). Sample is taken from the lower layer in glass vial. 















Fig. 2.1. Preparation of CP: Water Emulsions with Varying Concentration of Span 80 
2.3 µDSC: Set Up 
             A micro-differential scanning calorimeter (Setaram Inc. Micro DSC VII) is used to 
measure thermal properties of ice and hydrate in W/O emulsified systems. The software used to 
conduct experiments is SETSOFT 2000. All experiments are carried out at room pressure. The 
thermocouples in the calorimetric furnace measure the temperature difference between the 
reference and sample cells, and the heat necessary to achieve a zero temperature difference 
between the cells.  The reference cell used in preset research is dead aluminum cell. Sample cell is 
cleaned with methanol and water ensuring complete removal of previous residue. It is then dried 





C and then heating to 20
o
C. 
2.4 µDSC: Mode of Operation 
            Emulsified sample at room pressure is introduced into the sample cell. The DSC mode is 
used. The total cycle time is two hours. The cells are initially maintained at 15
o
C for ten minutes. It 
14 
 
is then cooled to -40
o




C is achieved; cells are maintained for 
five minutes. After this, they are heated to -10
o
C over thirty minutes. Upon hydrate formation, the 









             On completion of the cycle, all endothermic peaks are processed for integration. The 
melting temperature of ice as well as the dissociation temperature of hydrate is measured as a 
temperature corresponding to the intersection of the base line with the tangent to the linear part of 
the peak. It is called as “onset point”. In case of two endothermic peaks, second peak is processed 
for hydrate dissociation temperature. Experiments with single peak are considered as without ice 
formations. In that case single peak is analyzed as hydrate dissociation. Below fig. 2.2 and 2.3 































2.5 Optical Microscope Set Up & Mode of Operation 
             Photomicrographs are obtained by optical microscopy under ambient conditions. A thin 
rectangular capillary (0.1 X 1 mm) tube (from Wale Apparatus) is dipped into the emulsion and 
excess sample is removed with fresh wipe from the outer surface of capillary. The capillary 
containing emulsion samples is placed on a microslide with care to minimize possible destruction 
of emulsion structure by shear stress. The emulsion drop is allowed to spread out on the plate 
without any exterior operation. Light intensity is adjusted to obtain clear pictures of emulsion. 
Dilution with light mineral oil (from Fisher Sci) is used for higher concentrations. This helped to 
break clouds of droplets within capillary. A Nikon AZ100 Multizoom microscope, a Nikon DS-Fi1 
HD Color Camera Head and a Nikon Digital Sight Processor is used to capture photomicrographs. 

















Fig. 2.4. Optical Microscope Set Up 
             Fig. 3.2-3.8 from result section shows the photomicrographs of the emulsion taken on 0 
day (immediately after preparation of sample) and after 1 day (24 hours). Several pictures (to get 
images for 1000 particles for each emulsion sample) of the border areas are taken avoiding 
agglomerated areas by changing focal length. By doing so, it is possible to observe the number of 
droplets included is between 200 and 1000 depending on size. The pictures are analyzed and radii 
of droplets are measured with NIS-Elements Br 3.0 software. The results obtained are presented as 
histograms showing frequency of droplet size distribution.  
2.6 Validation of Procedure 
             To check the reproducibility of the method of emulsion elaboration, all µDSC experiments 
are repeated along with optical microscopic analysis. All the conditions are kept same. It is ensured 
that the device used allowed a good temperature control. 
17 
 
3. Results & Discussions 
3.1 Data Analysis 
         The hydrate peaks roughly broaden with the addition of Span 80. Exothermic peak is 
attributed to the formation of ice. Upon heating, two endothermic peaks can be identified: The first 
corresponds to ice melting and the second to hydrate dissociation. In most cases, an additional 
exothermic peak corresponds to the hydrate formation after ice melting. Both endothermic peaks 
represent a first order transition.
11
 It can be observed from fig. 3.32 & 3.37 that, endothermic peaks 
are broader than exothermic peaks. This indicates that heat of formation and dissociation are not 
balanced in the system. In most of the cases the both exothermic and endothermic peaks are not 
symmetric. It is due to destabilization of emulsion. In present research there are few cases as 
shown in fig 3.1, in which hydrate formation is absent or very minimal. It shows that stochastic 
hydrate formation process depends on the availability of free water and interfacial area between 
















Fig.3.1 Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsions Stabilized by 0.5 Volume% Span 80 
Indicating only Ice Formation 
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             Water molecules released by melting of ice are required for the formation of clathrate 
structure around cyclopentane molecules. Thus it can be concluded that the formation of hydrate 
should take place at the water/oil interface where liquid water provided by ice melting is in contact 
with the oil phase containing cyclopentane.  Cyclopentane has to diffuse from the oil phase to 
dispersed aqueous phase and react with water at the water / oil interface. This process is fast and 
takes place when heating from −10 to 5 ◦C. This hypothesis has been confirmed by Fouconnier et 
al.
19
 using XRDT analysis. Also it is noticed that once all melted ice (i.e. free water) is consumed 
by hydrate, further heating causes the dissociation of hydrate and reverts the dispersed water 
droplets to their initial liquid state in the oil phase. 
             In present research it is noticed that hydrate dissociation temperature reduces with 
increasing surfactant concentration. The hypothesis behind this is: high level of surfactant 
concentration causes droplet radius to decrease. Hence small particles exhibited less dissociation 
temperature than bigger particles. This can be explained from the results of 0.1 and 0.5 volume% 
Span 80 emulsions (See below table 3.1). 0.1 volume% Span 80 (0 day standing time) emulsion 
has average dissociation temperature of 6.3009
0
C and that of 0.5 volume % Span 80 (0 day 
standing time) is 5.6880
0
C. This is attributed to roughly three fold decrease in droplet radius 

























0.10 6.3009 24.5228 6.3677 25.3381 
0.50 5.6881 8.9656 5.8817 8.1642 
1.00 5.2230 5.7751 5.4509 8.1937 
2.00 5.2646 4.5478 Not available Not available 
Table 3.1 Average Dissociation Temperature and Average Droplet Size of CP: Water 
Emulsions 
 










             It can be observed visually from above photomicrographs that 0.1 volume % Span 80 




Fig. 3.2. 0.1 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 
Emulsion (0 Day Standing Time) 
Fig. 3.3. 0.1 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 






















             In 0.5, 1 and 2 volume% Span 80 formulations, droplets tend to agglomerate inside the 
glass capillary tube. So these formulations are diluted with light mineral oil to reduce the density 
of particles at a single position. 
 
Fig. 3.4. 0.5 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 
Emulsion (0 Day Standing Time) 
Fig. 3.5. 0.5 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 
Emulsion (1 Day Standing Time) 
Fig. 3.6. 1 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 
Emulsion (0 Day Standing Time) 
Fig. 3.7. 1 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 












             
             In a stable emulsion, the dispersed phase is suspended uniformly as droplets throughout the 
continuous phase. It may undergo destabilization by various mechanisms such as droplet shrinkage, 
growth, deformation, flocculation 
20
, and coalescence. µDSC analysis in fig. 3.9. showed that Span 
80 prevented emulsion from destabilization resulting in low dissociation temperature. This is due 
to decrease in droplet size with increase in Span 80 concentration. Aged emulsion formulations 
showed slightly higher dissociation temperature. It might be due to increase in droplet size because 







Fig. 3.8. 2 Volume% SPAN 80 CP-water 












Fig. 3.9. Average hydrate Dissociation Temperature of CP: Water Hydrate Emulsions 
3.3 Relation between Hydrate Dissociation Temperature, Droplet Size and                          
Span 80 Concentrations    
             Dissociation temperature and droplet size are not significantly altered by increase in 
concentration above 1 volume% Span 80 concentration. Below fig. 3.10. is the graphical 
representation of correlation between average droplet size and Span 80 concentration. 
             The CMC of Span 80 reported by Prasad et al.
21
 is 0.03 % (v/v) based on cyclopentane. 
This corresponds to 6.931*10^-4 mol/L. CMC will be different for CP: water emulsion system. 
Both, hydrate dissociation temperature and droplet size become plateau around 0.5--1 volume % 
Span 80. It is suspected that, the CMC of the emulsion lies in this region which corresponds to 
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Fig. 3.10. Average Droplet Size of CP: Water Emulsions for Varying Percentage of Span 80 
             Uncertainty bars presented on the graph are related to the mean droplet size experimental 
difficulties. The larger the droplet size is, the larger is the size distribution and the larger is the 
uncertainty.  
             Above results confirm that emulsion stability is enhanced with the increase in 
concentration of Span 80 for fresh as well as aged formulations. The trend for standard deviation is 
in good agreement with this conclusion as shown in below fig. 3.11. Deviation significantly 
reduces for higher concentration of Span 80. 
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Fig. 3.11. Standard Deviation of Emulsion Droplets 
 
             To further characterize the emulsions in terms of its onset temperature (T) versus droplet 
size (R) or the effect of aging, it is necessary to know the exact correlation between them. As 
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Fig. 3.12. Correlation Curve between the Average Droplet Radius (R) and their Dissociation 
Temperature (T) 
From the results obtained, a mathematical relation between R and T is determined: 
For emulsions with 0 day standing time: 
R = 16.394T
2
 - 170.96T + 450.91                                                                                    Equation 3.1 
For emulsions with 1 day standing time: 
R = 38.619T
2
 - 437.72T + 1246.7                                                                                    Equation 3.2 
             These relations permit transformation of the temperature axis of any thermogram into a 
droplet size scale. 
              
  
 
Correlation Curve Between the Average Droplet Radius (R) and their 
Dissociation Temperature (T)
1 Day Standing Time
R = 38.619T
2
 - 437.72T + 1246.7
0 Day Standing Time
R = 16.394T
2
























3.4 Thermograms of CP: Water Emulsions at Various Concentration of  
Span 80 
 






















Fig. 3.13. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 Volume% Span 80 











































Fig. 3.14. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
























CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 













































Fig. 3.15. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 volume% Span 80 





















Fig. 3.16. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 2 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 







































Fig. 3.17. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.18. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 3 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 




















































Fig. 3.19. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.20. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 1 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 









































Fig. 3.21. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.22. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 2 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 








































Fig.3.23. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.1 volume% Span 80 





















Fig. 3.24. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 3 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 























             There is no significant difference in the onset temperature and droplet radius, studied 
immediately and after 24 hours. Most of the droplet size for 0.1 volume % Span 80, 0 day standing 
time is between 15-30 µm and that of 1 day standing time is between 20-40 µm. So it can be 





























































Fig. 3.25. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.5 volume% Span 





















Fig. 3.26. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.5 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 1 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.5 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 









































Fig. 3.27. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.5 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.28. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.5 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 2 
CP:H2O (60:40) 0.5 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 








































Fig. 3.29. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.5 volume% Span 80 
























             For almost all 0.5 volume % Span 80 formulation, ice formation was absent or smaller. It 
means all water has been converted to hydrate. 0.5 volume% Span 80 emulsions behave similarly 
after aging for 24 hours. 
 
 






















Fig. 3.30. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 0.5 volume% Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 1 
 


































Fig. 3.31. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 0.5 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 1 
 
 
             There is a sharp decrease in droplet radius in 0.5 volume % Span 80 formulation. Droplet 

















CP:H2O (60:40) 0.5 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 
































































































Fig. 3.32. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 





















Fig. 3.33. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 1 
CP:H2O (60:40) 1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 







































Fig. 3.34. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 2 
 











































Fig. 3.35. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 2 
 





















Fig. 3.36. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 3 
CP:H2O (60:40) 1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 











































Fig. 3.37. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 














































Fig. 3.38. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.39. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 1 
CP:H2O (60:40) 1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 











































Fig. 3.40. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 






















Fig. 3.41. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 1 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 2 
CP:H2O (60:40) 1 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 










































Fig. 3.42. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 1 volume% Span 80 
(in CP), 1 Day after Formulation: Run 3 
 
             For 1 volume % Span 80 formulations, droplet size is between 4-8 µm for 0 day standing 
time. It slightly increases to 6-11 µm for 1 day formulation. This is attributed to the coalescence of 







































Fig. 3.43. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 2 volume% Span 80 





















Fig. 3.44. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 2 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 1 
CP:H2O (60:40) 2 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 















































Fig. 3.45. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 2 volume% Span 80 





















Fig. 3.46. Droplet Size Distribution of CP Emulsion with 2 volume % Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 2 
CP:H2O (60:40) 2 Volume % SPAN 80 Emulsions 









































Fig. 3.47. Thermogram for CP Hydrate Emulsion Stabilized by 2 volume% Span 80 
(in CP), Immediate after Formulation: Run 3 
 
 
             There is no significant difference in dissociation temperature and droplet radius of 0 day 
samples of 1 volume % Span 80 and 2 volume % Span 80. For 2 volume % Span 80 formulations, 
droplet size is between 3-6 µm. 
             It can be observed from above results that, ice formation is absent in almost all emulsion 
formulation except 0.1 volume % Span 80. This may be due to presence of higher level of Span 80 
which leads to high interfacial area and reduction in interfacial tension. This causes all free water 









4. Concluding Remarks and Further Work 
 
             In present research CP: water W/O emulsions are evaluated with Span 80 surfactant 
additive. To better understand kinetics and stability properties of these emulsions, DSC and optical 
microscopic studies are conducted as a function of Span 80 concentration. Increase in Span 80 
concentration enhances stability of w/o emulsion.  
             It is found that Span 80 stabilizes w/o emulsion and decreases hydrate dissociation 
temperature. In addition 24 hrs old emulsion samples showed similar behavior. Also the 
quantitative correlation between dissociation temperature and droplet size have been obtained as 
shown in equation 3.1 & 3.2. Using a thermogram obtained by µDSC, it is then possible to 
calculate the granulometry of the dispersed system. 
             Span 80 has CMC of 6.931*10^-4 mol/L in cyclopentane
21
. But in present research 
hydrate dissociation temperature and droplet size show plateu trend after 1 Volume % of Span 80, 
corresponding to 0.0138 mol/L. It may be inferred, Span 80 has higher value of CMC in CP: water 
emulsion which is around 1 volume %. It is also suspected that increase in Span 80 concentration 
increases inverse micelle concentration, results in a barrier for drop coalescence and thus improves 
emulsion stability. 
             Further work needs to be done to confirm the trend by studying various concentrations in 
the range of 0.1-0.5, 0.5-1, 1-2 volume % of Span 80. Also experiments need to be conducted to 
evaluate combined effect of other additives like hydrophobic silica particle and Span 80. Lower 
concentrations of Span 80 are more reproducible than higher, so it is recommended to use lower 
concentration for combined additive effect study. This approach will help to develop various 
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